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 We report experiments on temperature and Hall voltage bias dependence of the superperiodic 
conductance oscillations in the novel Laughlin quasiparticle interferometer, where quasiparticles of the 1/3 
fractional quantum Hall fluid execute a closed path around an island of the 2/5 fluid. The amplitude of the 
oscillations fits well the quantum-coherent thermal dephasing dependence predicted for a two point-contact 
chiral edge channel interferometer in the full experimental temperature range 10.2 ≤≤ T  141 mK. The 
temperature dependence observed in the interferometer is clearly distinct from the behavior in single-
particle resonant tunneling and Coulomb blockade devices. The 5h/e flux superperiod, originating in the 
anyonic statistical interaction of Laughlin quasiparticles, persists to a relatively high T ~ 140 mK. This 
temperature is only an order of magnitude less than the 2/5 quantum Hall gap. Such protection of quantum 
logic by the topological order of fractional quantum Hall fluids is expected to facilitate fault-tolerant 
quantum computation with anyons. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 Topological quantum computation with anyons has been suggested as a way of implementing 
intrinsically fault-tolerant quantum computation.1-3 Intertwining of anyons, two-dimensional (2D) 
particles with non-integer exchange statistics,4,5 adds a non-trivial Berry phase6 to the system wave 
function, that is, induces unitary transformations of the many-particle wave function that depend 
only on the braiding order and on the mutual braiding statistics of the particles. The unitary 
transformations resulting from braiding of anyons can be used to perform quantum logic. The 
topological nature of such logic makes it robust against many sources of quantum decoherence, 
provided an appropriate restricted Hilbert space is chosen as the computational basis and the 
dynamical phase evolution is minimized during computation.  
  The only physical systems experimentally demonstrated to realize fractional-statistics 
particles are the gapped fractional quantum Hall (FQH) fluids.7-9 The elementary charged 
excitations of a FQH fluid, Laughlin quasiparticles (LQPs), have been experimentally confirmed 
to have fractional electric charge10 and anyonic braiding statistics.11,12 Their anyonic statistics is 
determined by the topological order of the underlying FQH fluid,13-15,9 and can be either 
commutative (abelian) or non-commutative (non-abelian), for various FQH fluids. Specific 
physical implementations for abelian and non-abelian qubits and logic gates based on quantum 
antidot and interferometer devices have been proposed.3,16,17 
  In this paper we report experiments on thermal broadening of the superperiodic oscillations 
in the novel LQP interferometer, illustrated in Fig. 1(a), where quasiparticles of the 1/3 FQH fluid 
execute a closed path around an island of the 2/5 fluid. The Aharonov-Bohm flux superperiod 
eh /5=∆ Φ  has been attributed to the mutual anyonic statistics of the FQH quasiparticles.
11,12,18 
We observe the eh /5  superperiodic oscillations to persist to T ~140 mK, a temperature 
comparable to the 2/5 FQH gap, and much higher than the estimated LQP quantization energy in 
the edge confining potential.  
 A 2D electron system in a quantizing magnetic field forms effectively 1D chiral edge 
conducting channels, the direction of circulation being determined by the field.19-21 The detailed 
dynamics of FQH edge channels is described by the chiral Luttinger liquid (χLL) models,22-31 and 
is characterized by the Luttinger exponent g . We analyze the experimental data, the oscillatory 
dependence of differential conductance on dc Hall voltage, and the T -dependence of the 
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oscillatory conductance amplitude, using the edge excitation velocity u  and g  as two fitting 
parameters. We find good agreement with the part of the χLL theory26 describing the 
interferometric oscillations, provided g  is renormalized to ~0.8. The experimental bias and 
temperature dependencies of the average (non-oscillatory) conductance do not agree well with the 
predictions for 3/1=g  single-constriction LQP tunneling. 
 
FIG. 1. (a) Scanning electron micrograph of a 
typical electron interferometer device. The front 
gates in shallow etch trenches define the central 
island of 2D electrons ~300 nm below the surface. 
The main depletion potential is produced by the 
etch trenches, the gates are used for fine-tuning the 
two wide constrictions for symmetry. The four 
numbered Ohmic contacts are in fact at the corners 
of a 4×4 mm sample. The filling 2/5 island is 
surrounded by the 1/3 FQH fluid, which forms the 
Aharonov-Bohm ring. (b) Four-terminal Hall 
resistance 1324 / −−≡ IVRXY  is determined by the 
quantum Hall filling f  in the constrictions, giving 
definitive values of f . The fine structure is due to 
quantum interference effects, including the 
conductance oscillations as a function of magnetic 
flux through the island. 
 
II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE 
 The LQP interferometer sample, illustrated in Fig. 1(a), was fabricated as described 
before.11,18,32 The chiral edge channels form at the periphery of the undepleted 2D electrons, 
following the constant electron density equipotentials around the etch trenches. Here we focus on 
the situation when a quantum Hall filling 3/1=f  annulus surrounds an island of the 5/2=f  
FQH fluid, as shown schematically in Fig. 1(a). We are confident that the current is transported by 
the 3/1=f  fluid because the Hall resistance is quantized to 2/3 ehRXY = , see Fig. 1(b). In this 
regime, we observe the superperiodic conductance oscillations as a function of magnetic field B, 
with the flux period eh /5=∆ Φ , Fig. 2(a), as has been reported.
11,12,18 The charge 3/e  LQP 
consecutive orbits around the island are quantized so that the total Berry phase acquired in circling 
the island (sum of the Aharonov-Bohm and the anyonic contributions) is an integer multiple of 
2π.33 The island center electron density is only ~4% less than the well-known 2D bulk density, and 
thus has essentially the same quantum Hall filling. The island filling is further confirmed by the 
ratio of the flux to the backgate oscillation periods, which is proportional to f/1 , and was 
calibrated in the integer quantum Hall regime.11,12 
 The experiments were performed in a top-loading dilution refrigerator with an extensively 
RC-filtered sample and thermometer wiring. The Ruthenium oxide chip resistor thermometer has 
been calibrated by 60Co nuclear orientation absolute thermometry for ≤T  40 mK, and against a 
commercially calibrated resistor for ≥T  25 mK. Relatively small thermometer magnetoresistance 
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corrections at 12 Tesla (under 2 mK in the experimental range) were taken into account. The 
tunneling conductance has been measured using an 93=XI  pA rms ac excitation at 5.4 Hz by a 
lock-in-phase detection technique. The resulting Hall voltage bias XXYH IRV =  on the 
2/3 ehRXY =  plateau is 7.2 µV; adding incoherent “electromagnetic noise environment” incident 
on the sample30 yields a total of 5.7)2()2.7( 22 =+  µV. The peak tunneling current (heating the 
interferometer active region) is ~0.8 pA, yielding the total interferometer heating power ~6×10−18 
W. The rest of the excitation and the “noise environment” power incident on the sample (~7×10−16 
W) heats the relatively large sample’s Ohmic contacts, immersed in the 3He-4He mixture bath. 
 
 
FIG. 2. Superperiodic conductance oscillations of 
Laughlin quasiparticles. (a) The magnetic flux 
period eh /5=∆ Φ  corresponds to creation of ten 
5/e  quasiparticles in the island.11,33 (b) Evolution 
of the superperiodic oscillations in the 10.2 ≤≤ T  
141 mK temperature range. The successive traces 
are offset vertically by 0.4 kΩ. The oscillatory 
conductance Gδ  is calculated from the directly 
measured XXR  as described in the text. The data in 
(a) and (b) were obtained on different cooldowns 
of the sample. 
 
 The temperature dependence of the oscillations in the directly measured XXXX IVR /=   is 
shown in Fig. 2(b) for 10.2 ≤≤ T  141 mK. The ~12.9 kΩ constant background results from the 
quantized longitudinal 22
1
5
2
3
1 /)()( ehRRR XYXYXX =−= , where )(3
1
XYR  is the Hall resistance of 
the interferometer region, and )(
5
2
XYR  comes from the 2D bulk outside, connected to the Ohmic 
contacts.20,23 These particular )(TRXX  data were obtained continually over a ~70 hour period 
(following a ~100 hour sample stabilization period), which demonstrates the stability of the 
superperiodic conductance oscillations in this FQH regime. 
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III. PHENOMENOLOGICAL ANALYSIS 
 In order to compare the experiment to a theory quantitatively, we analyze the raw data as 
follows. We determine the amplitude of each of the several regular oscillations, 
)()( ,,21 MINXXMAXXXXX RRTR −=δ , at each temperature. The oscillatory conductance Gδ  is 
calculated from the directly measured )(TRXXδ  and the quantized value of the Hall resistance 
2/3 ehRXY =  as )/(
2
XYXXXYXX RRRRG δδδ −= , a good approximation for XYXX RR <<δ .19-21,23,30 
We then normalize )(TGδ  to the average of the two lowest temperatures (10.2 and 11.9 mK) for 
each particular oscillation, and take the average of )(TGδ  for six thus normalized oscillations, in 
order to reduce the experimental uncertainty. The normalized conductance amplitude 
)mK11(/)( AA GTG  data are shown in Fig. 3 on the linear and semi-log scales. The experimental 
)(TGA  varies by 31, when T  varies by 14. It is apparent in the semi-log plot that the higher-T 
oscillation amplitude follows )/exp()( 0TTTGA −∝ , the dependence expected for thermal 
dephasing of a quantum-coherent interference signal, with a surprisingly small ≈0T  27 mK, yet 
the oscillations persist up to 140 mK. 
 We first check whether the finite 2.7=HV  µV ac excitation used to measure )(TGA  in the 
lock-in technique is in the linear regime. Numerical modeling shows a small ( %3.1− ) correction 
to the zero-bias )mK11(AG . In the modeling, reducing and increasing the ac excitation by a factor 
of 2 gives corrections of %28.0−  and %5.5−  to the zero-bias )mK11(AG , respectively. This is 
in good agreement with the experimental change of )mK11(AG  by approximately %1+  and 
%4− , compared to 7.2 µV, observed for excitations of 3.6 µV and 14 µV, respectively (all with 
dc bias 0=DCV , cf. Section IV). The finite ac excitation correction to the normalized 
)mK11(/)( AA GTG  is calculated to be nearly T -independent, changing only by 
4109 −×−  in the 
experimental temperature range, well below the experimental uncertainty. We therefore conclude 
that the experimental )mK11(/)( AA GTG  dependence data is essentially in the zero-bias limit. 
 The experimental )(TGA  dependence is clearly different from the temperature dependence 
observed in resonant tunneling in quantum dots34 and antidots,30,35 and in the Coulomb blockade 
devices.36 In resonant tunneling, a single tunneling peak is well described by 
)/(cosh/),( 20 TXTGTXG = , where X  is the resonance tuning parameter, even in the FQH 
regime.30 The single peak conductance TTGP /1)( ∝ .
35 For the Coulomb blockade, not expected 
for the nearly open geometry of the interferometer device, a single tunneling peak is given by 
)/sinh(/),( 0 TXTXGTXG = . The maximum conductance constTGMAX ≈)(  because the single-
charge tunneling can proceed via many levels within an energy interval T∝ , canceling the T/1  
Fermi liquid prefactor. In both regimes, the individual ),( TXG  tunneling peaks overlap at higher 
temperatures, resulting in a non-universal T -dependence of oscillation amplitude, since it depends 
on the level spacing E∆  or the charging energy CU . At arbitrary temperatures, the two )(TGA  
dependencies can be evaluated numerically, with an activation temperature ET ∆∝0  or CU∝  as a 
fitting parameter. 
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FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the 
conductance amplitude of the superperiodic 
oscillations. Various symbols give data points with 
one of the oscillations included or excluded from 
the average, as described in the text; the spread 
illustrates the uncertainty in the data. The high-T  
asymptotic behavior )/exp()( 0TTTGA −∝ , 
expected for thermal broadening in a quantum-
coherent electron interferometer, is apparent in the 
semi-log plot (b). The dashed straight line shows 
the 270 =T  mK slope. 
 Figure 4 gives the best fit of the experimental )(TGA  to the resonant tunneling theory with 
two free parameters: the 0→T  peak conductance 0G , proportional to the tunnel coupling 
2|| Γ , 
and 0T . The fit includes electron heating effects by using a finite phenomenological electron 
heating temperature HT , incorporated as 
5/155 )( Heff TTT += . Specifically, 18=HT  mK is used, 
obtained for a small quantum antidot on the 3/1=f  plateau,30 where electron heating effects are 
expected to be more important than in the larger interferometer device. The fit is very sensitive to 
the value of HT  because of the diverging T/1  prefactor; lowering HT  makes the fit worse. We 
stress that no physically realistic value of HT  produces a good fit to the interferometer data. Fig. 4 
also shows the best two-parameter fit of the Coulomb blockade theory. A large deviation of the fit 
at low CUT <<  is apparent, with the experimental )(TGA  still rising, while the theoretical 
dependence saturates at ~32 mK. This deviation is not curable by including electron heating 
effects. Besides, the Coulomb blockade T -dependence results from the conductance minima 
rising, while the maxima remain nearly constant with increasing T , a behavior clearly different 
from that seen in this sample, Fig. 2(b). Both RT and CB fits give the energy scale ~500 mK, 
surprisingly large for a ~2 µm lithographic diameter device. Thus we conclude that neither the 
single-particle resonant tunneling nor the classical Coulomb blockade occurs in the LQP 
interferometer device. 
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FIG. 4. Two-parameter best fits to the oscillatory 
conductance behavior expected for single-particle 
resonant tunneling (RT) and Coulomb blockade 
(CB) devices. The fits use a phenomenological 
18=HT  mK, the electron heating temperature, 
Ref. 30. The RT fit is very sensitive to the value of 
HT  because of the T/1  Fermi liquid prefactor. 
The CB oscillation amplitude saturates at ~32 mK, 
while the experimental amplitude does not. 
 
 To elucidate the constraint the LQP interferometer data impose on a possible theoretical 
model, we fit the data to a phenomenological expression  
 1000 )]/[sinh()/()(
−
= TTTTGTGA
α ,            (1) 
where the power α  is an additional parameter. An example of such a fit with 1=α  and 15=HT  
mK is shown in Fig. 5. This functional dependence ( 1=α ) is predicted for a chiral Aharonov-
Bohm interferometer in the low-bias limit, when the Luttinger exponent 1=g .26 The fit gives 
250 =T  mK, corresponding to the edge excitation velocity 
4100.4 ×=u  m/s. The value 250 =T  
mK is small, while the oscillations are observable up to ~140 mK. As a comparison, in a quantum 
antidot in the FQH regime,30 the corresponding activation 1200 ≈T  mK, while the oscillations 
were observable up to ~80 mK, a lower T  than 0T . In the quantum dots
34 and antidots35 in the 
integer quantum Hall regime, likewise, conductance oscillations are observable up to 05.0~ T . 
 
 
FIG. 5. Fit to Eq. (1) with 1=α  and the 
phenomenological electron heating temperature 
15=HT  mK. Eq. (1) with 1=α  follows from the 
chiral Aharonov-Bohm interferometer theory for 
1=g , Ref. 26. 
  Satisfactory fits to Eq. (1) are obtainable only with 3.01±≈α , limiting HT  ≤ 18 mK, so that 
the strictest restriction on the functional )(TGA  dependence in the experimentally-accessible 
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regime is placed by the prefactor to the asymptotic high-T  behavior. Neither 1−=α , as for the 
Fermi liquid resonant tunneling, nor 5=α  predicted for the 3/1=g  chiral Aharonov-Bohm 
effect in a strong-coupling limit in a quantum antidot27 agrees with the experimental LQP 
interferometer )(TGA  dependence. 
 
IV. CHIRAL LUTTINGER LIQUID INTERFEROMETER MODEL 
 Before we proceed to a quantitative analysis of the temperature dependence, we consider the 
Hall voltage HV  dependence of the conductance. Experimentally, the applied sample current XI  is 
controlled, resulting in 2/3 ehIV XH ≅  on the 3/1=f  plateau (for weak tunneling). The Hall 
(tunneling) current HI  gives rise to the oscillatory XXRδ  directly measured in the experiment. The 
differential conductance HHH dVdIVG /)( ≈  is obtained in the lock-in technique by adding a dc 
bias to the ac modulation XIδ , so that XDCX III δ+= . The experimental differential 
conductances MAXG  and MING , determined on the maximum and the minimum of a conductance 
oscillation at the lowest bath T , are shown in Fig. 6. The average conductance 
)(2
1
MINMAXAVE GGG +=  is shown in Fig. 7. The conductance oscillation amplitude 
)(2
1
MINMAXA GGG −=  crosses zero, and is plotted in Fig. 8.  
 
FIG. 6. Experimental differential conductance at 
the maximum ( MAXG ) and the minimum ( MING ) 
of  a γcos  superperiodic oscillation at the lowest 
bath temperature. 
 In order to analyze these data, following Ref. 26, we write the total interferometer tunneling 
current as 
 )],(cos1)[,(0 TVHTVFIIH γ+= .             (2)  
A geometry-dependent 0I  is proportional to the 3/e  LQP tunnel coupling 
2|| Γ , the γcos  term 
describes the Aharonov-Bohm oscillations (the Berry phase Φ∆Φ= /2πγ ), and ),( TVF  and 
),( TVH  are dimensionless functions giving the overall (non-oscillatory) and the oscillatory 
VI −  characteristics of the device, respectively. Differentiation with respect to XXYH IRVV ==  
and setting 1cos ±=γ  for the maximum and minimum conductance give the non-oscillatory 
conductance ( AVEG ) and the amplitude of the γcos  oscillatory conductance ( AG ): 
 )(0 VFIGAVE ∂∂= ,                 (3a) 
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 [ ])()(0 VHFHVFIGA ∂∂+∂∂= .             (3b) 
Thus, AVEG  depends only on ),( TVF , while AG  depends on both functions. 
 Chamon et al. have calculated the Aharonov-Bohm oscillatory conductance expected for a 
two point-contact interferometer formed by χLL edge channels.26 Their geometry is similar to 
ours, the most apparent difference is that they consider only one quantum Hall filling in the 
interferometer. They obtain analytical functions ),( TVFg  and ),,( uTVH g  for Eq. (2) for the 
primary Laughlin states. These functions of the Hall voltage and temperature are characterized by 
the Luttinger exponent g ; function gH  also depends on the edge excitation propagation velocity 
u . The functions are explicitly given in Eqs. (19-23) of Ref 26. Physically, the function ),( TVFg  
describes internal quasiparticle tunneling between two infinitely-long χLL edges, and is identical 
to the result for only one tunneling constriction.23 The function ),,( uTVH g , normalized to unity 
as 0→T , describes the γcos  interferometric signal, and originates in the closed path of length 
C , the interferometer circumference. Chamon et al. show that )( 2,1 yyH g  is a function of two 
reduced variables: 01 /2 ωωπ Jy =  and Ty J πω 2/2 = . The “Josephson frequency” for the charge 
q  quasiparticles is h/HJ qV=ω , where HV  is the Hall voltage (the tunneling bias), and the 
“oscillatory frequency” is defined as Cu /40 πω = . 
 
FIG. 7. (a) Experimental average differential 
conductance )(21 MINMAXAVE GGG +=  of a γcos  
oscillation, obtained from the data of Fig. 6 at 11 
mK. (b) Experimental average low-bias 
conductance for six γcos  oscillations as a 
function of temperature. 
 The functional dependence ),( TVFg  predicted for 3/1=f  FQH constrictions often assumes 
3/1=g  obtained for the Laughlin wave function.8,23 ),(3/1 TVF  is known not to agree well with 
currently available experiments.29-31 In the low-T , high-V  regime, 12 >y , appropriate for 
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20>HV  µV in Fig. 7(a), theory predicts 12 −∝ gg VF . The predicted low-bias temperature 
dependence [ 20>T  mK in Fig. 7(b)] is 22 −∝ gg TVF . Thus, assuming 3/1=g , the predicted 
bias dependence for the differential conductance is || 3/4−−∝ VGAVE  and the temperature 
dependence 3/4−∝ TGAVE , very different from the experimental data in Fig. 7. The experimental 
),( TVGAVE  is approximately constant for 40<HV  µV and 40<T mK; a relatively moderate 
increase at higher biases and temperatures is in stark contrast to theoretical predictions of a 
decreasing ( 1<g ) or constant ( 1=g ) AVEG . The observed increase in AVEG  can probably be 
attributed to effects not included in theory, such as energy dependence of 2|| Γ , and a finite sample 
conduction outside of the interferometer region (becoming noticeable only at higher T  and V ). 
The predicted VFg ∂∂ /  is nearly temperature-independent for TJ πω 2> , thus perhaps hiding the 
likely sample heating effects at higher biases. 
 Theoretically, several physical mechanisms of such discrepancies have been proposed, 
primarily focusing on effects of long-range Coulomb interaction, edge reconstruction, coupling to 
a neutral mode, and effects of sample geometry.24,28,37-39 These effects are modeled in part as 
renormalization of the Luttinger exponent, 3/1* >→ gg , and can also lead to a modification of 
the functional dependence of ),( TVFg . Since our primary interest here is in the behavior of the 
γcos  oscillatory conductance, we therefore simply assume VTVFg ∝),( , and thus a constant 
AVEG , corresponding to 1=g  in the theory of Refs. 23,26. 
 
FIG. 8. Experimental differential conductance 
amplitude )(2
1
MINMAXA GGG −=  of a γcos  
oscillation, determined from the data of Fig. 6. The 
separation between the two zero crossings 
h3/HJ Ve∆=∆ω  gives the value of Jωω ∆= 20 .  
  Our analysis procedure is as follows. We first analyze the experimental oscillatory dc voltage 
dependence of the differential conductance )( DCA VG , Fig. 8, obtaining the value of Cu /40 πω =  
and thus u . We do so because the predicted bias separation between zero-crossings 0)( =DCA VG  
is not sensitive to g  and T  (at low T ). We then use thus obtained 0ω  to fit the experimental T -
dependence of the conductance amplitude, using g  as the fitting parameter. This analysis 
procedure is robust because at a low-bias, 0→Jω , 0→∂∂ VH g , and the theoretical 
gggggA HVHFHVFIG
2
0 ||)]()[( Γ∝∂∂+∂∂= , using VTVFg ∝),( , as discussed above. Thus, 
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the predicted )0,,()mK11(/)( 0 →∝ JgAA THGTG ωωβ , where a dimensionless scale parameter 
1~β  is introduced because the experimental 2|| Γ  is not known independently. Thus, gHβ is not 
normalized to unity as 0→T . This dependence approximately scales with the ratio g/0ω , see 
Fig. 9. Shown are the fits of gHβ  to the data, fixing g  and using 0ω  and β  as the fitting 
parameters. Hence, the ubiquitous experimental uncertainty does not allow to distinguish between 
the surprisingly close functional dependencies predicted for various values of g  solely from the 
experimental temperature dependence of )(TGA .  
 
FIG. 9. The temperature dependence of the 
function describing the interferometric oscillation 
amplitude for several values of the Luttinger 
exponent g . The fitting parameters are 0ω  and 
1.1≈β . The function gH  is obtained in Ref. 26; 
the notation is defined in the text. 
 Substituting the phenomenological VGFg 0=  in Eq. (3b), the differential conductance 
amplitude of the γcos  oscillations is 
 )( VHVHG ggA ∂∂+∝ .               (4) 
Using the 0→T  theoretical expression 2/1112/11 /)()(
−
−
∝
g
gg yyJyH , where )( 12/1 yJ g−  is the 
Bessel function of the first kind of order 2
1
−g , and 01 /2 ωωπ Jy = , we obtain 
 )()( 1111
2
1
2
3
2
1
2
1
yJyyJyG g
g
g
g
A +
−
−
−
−∝ .            (5) 
The separation between the zeros of the Bessel function )( 12/1 yJ g−  is approximately π , nearly 
independent of g , while the position of the first zero is moderately sensitive to g . Numerical 
modeling of Eq. (4) shows that the separation between the first two zero crossings is not sensitive 
to temperature for 20 4/ πω≤T . 
 Since h3/DCJ eV=ω  and Cu /40 πω = , 01 3/2 ωπ hDCeVy = , the only fitting parameter is 
0ω . We therefore fit the separation between the first and the second zero crossings of the 
experimental )( DCA VG , thus obtaining 0ω . This gives 8200=ωh  mK, and the chiral edge 
excitation velocity 4104.3 ×=u  m/s. Additionally, we can obtain the effective radial confining 
electric field at the chemical potential (where the interference path lies): 5102.4 ×== uBε  V/m. 
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The approximately circular device has the 3/1=f  edge channel circumference 0.4=C  µm. 
These values of the 3/e  LQP edge velocity and the confining electric field are comparable to the 
values reported for considerably smaller, but similarly fabricated quantum antidot devices.30,35 
Apparently, the self-consistent screening of the bare depletion potential of the etch trenches by 2D 
electrons makes the radial electric field weakly dependent on the size of the GaAs/AlGaAs 
heterojunction device. 
 
FIG. 10. Fit of Eq. (4) to the experimental data, 
with the Luttinger exponent g  as a fitting 
parameter. The value 8200=ω  mK is fixed by the 
differential conductance )( DCA VG  data, Fig. 8. 
The best fit is obtained for 79.0=g . 
 At a low bias 0→∂∂ VH g , and Eq. (4) reduces to )0,,( 0 →∝ JgA THG ωω . We proceed to 
fit the temperature dependence of the normalized experimental )mK11(/)( AA GTG  to 
),0,( TVuH g →  of Ref. 26. Since the value of 0ω  is fixed by the differential conductance fit, 
Fig. 8, the remaining fitting parameter here is g . The best fit is shown in Fig. 10. Inclusion of a 
phenomenological electron heating temperature 15=HT  mK makes the fit slightly better, 
particularly for the lowest T  < 18 mK, similar to that in Fig. 5. As discussed above, the theoretical 
),0,( 0 TH Jg →ωω  temperature dependence approximately scales with the ratio g/0ω  for 
12.0 ≤≤ g , Fig. 9. Thus, nearly equally good fits of the temperature dependence can be obtained 
by fixing 3/1=g  and using 0ω  as a fitting parameter.
40,41 The low-T  absolute value of the 
conductance amplitude )mK11(AG  gives the 3/e  LQP tunnel coupling 
≈ΓΓ+ΓΓ=Γ 2
*
1
*
21
2|| 0.005. The small experimental 1|| 2 <<Γ  validates our use of the theoretical 
expression for )( 2,1 yyH g , obtained to the first order in the tunneling amplitudes.
26  
  For the present interferometer device, using the experimental values, we can estimate the 
corresponding 3/e  single-particle energy level spacing at the chemical potential as 
5022/ 0
2
0 ≈≈≈∆ TE πω  mK. Yet the oscillatory signal persists to 06~ TT , which indicates that 
single-particle energy quantization is not the origin of the oscillatory conductance, and that such 
quantization is not required for the interferometric signal. As discussed in Section III, the 
oscillatory conductance in single-particle resonant tunneling and Coulomb blockade devices is 
experimentally observable only up to 05.0~ TT . In these devices, the oscillatory conductance 
results from the effectively single-particle tunneling dynamics, and thus is suppressed by moderate 
thermal broadening in the source-drain tunneling electrodes. 
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V. TOPOLOGICAL QUBIT PROTECTION 
 Both theoretical chiral interferometer fits, in Figs. 5 and 10, assume the 3/e  Laughlin 
quasiparticles maintain quantum phase coherence while encircling the island, including the tunnel 
coupling. The only mechanism producing a temperature dependence of the amplitude of 
interferometric oscillations included in the theory26 is the thermal broadening of the 3/1=f  edge 
excitations. For example, the theory does not include decoherence resulting from electromagnetic 
coupling to the metal gate electrodes, nor excitation of edge neutral modes by the tunneling 
LQPs.3 Addition of a phenomenological electron heating temperature HT  does not describe 
quantum decoherence, but an actual heating of the electron system in the sample above the lattice 
temperature. Thus, the good agreement of the experiment and the theory indicates that the various 
decoherence mechanisms do not lead to experimentally-observable decoherence. 
 The chiral interferometer theory of Chamon et al.26 includes no island with filling other than 
that of the interferometer edge ring itself. At present, it is not known whether inclusion of such 
island should modify their theory. Such modification seems unlikely, however, on general 
grounds, since the 5/e  island quasiparticles do not transport the current and thus should not affect 
the tunneling dynamics. The interaction of the interfering 3/e  LQPs with the 5/e  island 
quasiparticles is a nonlocal statistical interaction of topological nature.13,14,33 Such statistical 
interaction should not affect the dynamics of the interfering 3/e  LQPs so long as the number of 
the island quasiparticles remains well-defined, that is, at temperatures 2<<T  K, the 2/5 FQH gap 
at 12 Tesla.42  
 If the period were not determined by the topological order of the two FQH condensate, one 
could imagine period changing to eh /=∆ Φ  at higher temperatures. Thus, the topological 
protection of the anyonic statistical interaction is demonstrated experimentally by  persistence of 
the eh /5=∆ Φ  interferometric signal to a relatively high 140=T  mK, well above 250 ≈T  mK. 
Several designs of qubits and quantum logic gates operating by braiding of anyons in FQH fluids 
have been proposed.1-3,16,17 Such topological protection of quantum logic is expected to suppress 
system decoherence in the appropriately restricted Hilbert space, the primary advantage of fault-
tolerant quantum computation with anyons. 
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